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Greetings,
I hope all of you have been
doing well and not contacted the
Covid-19. I, like all of you, feel
the last few months have been
quite difficult and stressful. I do
believe there is light at the end of
the tunnel.

and letters or drive by someone’s home, honk, and
wave. It is always nice to hear from your friends
and fellow members.
Following is a list of dates for reports and forms
that are due the next few months:

The Covid-19 has taken its toll on some, if not
all of our lodges. When we have not been able
to meet in person some of us are really starting to
miss one another. Guess I did not realize we loved
each other so much. Some lodges have used the
technology of “Zoom,” but then some have not. I
do want to encourage you to try it.
In recognition of our 125th Anniversary for Sons
of Norway the District chose as a project the
“Can Hunger” campaign. I do believe it was a
success. I have not heard from all the lodges that
participated yet, but it was one way we were able
to help our communities and get the name of Sons
of Norway out to the people. Even if your lodge
did not get 125 items collected but did get some
items to take to their local food bank, it was great
that you participated and helped people in your
area.
Along with the Covid-19 this was our first year for
the dues increase. This has put a bit of a change
in our membership lists. I hope your lodge has
received monetary checks from headquarters
that are to be given back to the lodges from the
members who are paying their dues. As I said both
Covid and dues increase have not worked well
together for us. I do want to encourage you all to
keep your membership current and hopefully, by
Spring we can all start meeting together again.

•

The Lodge Achievement form and
Family Lodge of the Year form are due
to the home office by March 15, 2021.

•

The D17 Financial Reports are due to
the home office by March 15, 2021.

•

The IRS 990 forms for the lodges and
lodge corporations are due May 15,
2021.

•

If you have a District IV Directory, it has
a list of scholarships and deadlines that
are available to be applied for by any
student who wants to apply for one or
more.

In closing, please keep you and your family safe,
especially these next few months. Have a safe and
wonderful rest of winter and then a super Spring.
And finally, “Thanks for all you do for Sons of
Norway.”
Fraternally,
Nordy
Nordy Riley

I would like to encourage you to stay in touch with
each other either by phone, zoom, e-mails, cards,
Sons of Norway’s Mission
The mission of the Sons of Norway is to promote and to preserve the heritage & culture of Norway, to celebrate our
relationship with other Nordic Countries, and to provide quality insurance and financial products to its members.
www.sofn-district4.com

From the Desk of our International Director
Steve Halvorson
1.

Good news /Bad news
a. GOOD - The Total adult and juvenile membership in Districts 1 through 8 went from 39,326 as of 12/31/19 to
41,922 as of 12/31//20 – an increase of 2596 or 6.6%.
b. BAD – membership in District 4 went from 4860 as of 12/31/19 to 4545 as of 12/31/20 -a decrease of 307 or
6.5%
c.

In all of SON, 52 lodges met their 2020 recruitment goal for 2020, only 3 lodges in District 4 made their goal.

We have a lot to do to catch up to the other districts!!!
2.
David Crabb, of the headquarters staff, has been issuing weekly Lodge Leadership videos. These videos are on
a variety of subjects, all aimed at helping lodge leaders understand the their opportunities and responsibilities. Please
take advantage of this resource.
3.
As we turn the page on another year, many lodge leaders have changed. Please remember to communicate
the vital information about your new Lodge leaders to Headquarters. Communications can be so much more efficient if
headquarters has the details of your 2021 lodge leadership
4.
Last October, SON helped present a documentary film on polar explorer Roald Amundsen. Our members are
always looking for culturally relevant programming. This would be an outstanding way to nurture our cultural hunger.
(Please reference the attached membership report on the last page of this newsletter.)

Lodge Calendar and Other Deadlines

directly to the Foundation or plan a fundraiser for
the Foundation.

March
March 1-Scholarship Deadlines--See page 2

Oct. 15 – Foundation portal is available for lodges
and individuals to apply for grants and scholarships.

March. 15 – Lodge Achievement Form and

November
Election of Lodge Officers

-Family Lodge of the Year form due to
Home Office

		

December
Dec. 1 - District Fraternal Grant Evaluation from
previous year due
Dec. 15 - International Foundation Grants
- Community Partnership due to Home
		
Office
Dec. 31 - District Fraternal Grant Application due

May
May 15 –IRS 990 forms due for Lodge and Lodge
Corporations

Dec. 31 - International Foundation Grants due

March 15-Form D17 (Lodge Financial Statement)
-Form D18 (Lodge Property Financial
Statement
April
April 1 – Deadline for District Cultural Scholarship
- Application to be submitted to District
Cultural/Publicity Director

Dec. 31 - D63 Report on Election of Officers due to
Home Office

June
Think about camps

-Helping Hands to Children Grant

October
October is Foundation Month – consider a donation

-Lodge Vitality Grant

-Lodge Culture and Heritage Grant
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From the Desk of Martha Elliott
Vice President

Scholarship Applications are now open!

I contacted all Zone Directors and asked them to
contact the lodges in their zone and included the
following questions.
*Does the lodge have a membership goal? Did they
sign up new members in 2020?
*What are their plans for meetings and socials in
2021?
*Will they celebrate Syttende Mai?

NOTICE: Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, check
with the Norwegian school of your choice to
verify that foreign students will be allowed to
study in Norway in 2021. It is possible that they
will offer only distance learning. In that case, ask
what fees you will incur, if any. The Foundation
can reimburse you only for the fees. If you were
planning on an in-country experience, we encourage you to apply when on-campus learning
resumes.

*Is there anything the district can do to help the
lodge?
*Did they meet in 2020?
Lodges in Zone 1 did send an email to Rebecca with
information. Zone 3, of which I am Zone Director,
will report on my lodges in Zone Report.
The replies received indicate plans to hopefully have
a membership goal and obtain new members. Most
didn’t sign up any new members in Zone 1. Lodges
plan to start meeting in maybe March. All hope to
be able to celebrate Syttende Mai. Some community
projects were participated in and lodges did collect
for the food drive.

The following scholarship applications
are due March 1:
- District IV Scholarship due through the

		Foundation

All lodges are doing the best they can with Covid.
Things will get better for sure.

- Astrid G. Cates Vocational Scholarship
- Dan and Betty Rude Scholarship

We all look forward for the District IV Convention
to be in Fargo in June of 2022 and the International
to be held in Minneapolis in August of 2022.

-King Olav V Norwegian-American

		Scholarship

- Myrtle Beinhauer Fund Scholarship

- Nancy Lorraine Jensen Memorial
		Scholarship

-Orel and Marie Winjum Memorial
		Scholarship
-Bernt Anker Scholarship

-Sissel and Roger Espeland Memorial
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From the Desk of Dan Rude
District IV Secretary

There are a number of dates that you must
remember:
• Form D17 (Lodge Financial Statement) is due
March 15

Mange Tusen Takk! As your District Foundation
Director I want to thank the Lodges and individuals
in District IV who donated to the Foundation’s
“Together We Are The Future” Campaign. The goal
was $100,000. As of January 6th a tentative report
shows that a total of $210,164 has been donated
with $29,585 from Lodges throughout the Order.

• Form D18 (Lodge Property Financial Statement is
due March 15
• IRS Form 990 (this includes the 990, the 990EZ
and the 990N required by the IRS to be filed by
May 15th

A number of donations from our District were
donated to restricted funds such as Elaine Nelson
Scholarship Fund, the Dan and Betty Rude
Scholarship Fund, and District IV Scholarship
Fund.

• Lodge Achievement Form and Family Lodge of
the Year forms are due March 15. The Home Office
realizes that Lodges have not been able to meet
because of Covid-19 – they will be taking that into
consideration when awarding the Merit Certificates.
Please fill out what you can and submit to the Home
Office.

I would also like to thank the Lodges in District 4
that have participated in the “Can Hunger”drive to
celebrate the 125th Anniversary of Sons of Norway.
Please send to me the number of items that you
have collected and to what organization they were
given to. If you have pictures please send them. I
am developing a Power Point featuring the Sock
It To ‘Em and Can Hunger campaigns that will be
presented at the District Convention in 2022.

• A number of International Scholarship
Applications are due on March 1st. The District IV
Scholarship Applications are also due on March 1st.
All of these applications can be found on Sons of
Norway Website at www.sofn.com.
I have only five Lodges who have not completed
their D63 (Change of Officers).

Many Sons of Norway Lodges have been using
Zoom to hold business meetings and classes. Your
District Board has met several times using Zoom
to conduct District business. Your lodge can do the
same thing. Zoom has been widely used by families
during this pandemic to keep in touch. Zoom can
be downloaded for free, and I am sure that there is
someone in your lodge that has a Zoom account and
would be more than happy to host a Board Meeting
or a language class.

I would remind all members that you need to
inform the Home Office (fraternal@sofn.com) when
changing phone numbers or addresses. It is from the
Sons of Norway website that I get the information
that I publish in our District Directory.
Please stay safe. We are all looking so forward
to being able to gather and share in fellowship

It is so important that we keep in touch. That is
why it is so important to continue sending out
newsletters. Start a column in your newsletter
where you ask members to send in short articles
concerning what is happening in their lives such as
illnesses, graduations, weddings, other celebrations.
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Flo Kallenbach
District IV Culture and Publicity

nature, resulting in benefits to mind, body
and spirit.

This summer I lost a brother-in-law to the
loneliness of a nursing home because of
the Covid closures. But imagine the caring
people who took the time to make some
of our Sons of Norway members of Smaa
Fjell Lodge have a most joyful day at their
nursing home. Make-up, fun hairdos, pearls,
hats, gloves, and even a glass of champagne.
Then glamour shots of these beautiful
women. I just wish I could show the
pictures that their President, Vicki Anderson
shared with me. What a fun day that must
have been for all of them!

Over the past year, friluftsliv has become a
buzzword around the globe as people seek
to maintain mental and physical balance
during Covid. A more modern interpretation
can apply to any activity that allows you
to appreciate the outdoors in a simple
manner. There’s no need for stopwatches or
competition—in fact, the simpler you go, the
better.
Being the shortest month, February is the
perfect time to try and get outside every
other day. Starting on the first of the month,
why not challenge yourself to experience
friluftsliv at least half of the days in
February?”

If we can just share our creativity and ideas
with one another, we can get through this
pandemic together. If your lodge has done
something clever that you think others might
like to try, please share these ideas with me
and I will try to get them out to the rest of
the lodges.

It goes on to list many ideas of what you
could do accept the challenge. Maybe you
could earn a sports medal while working
on it. Mjosen Lodge in Mayville ND has
challenged their members to participate.

As Steve said, the head office has been
communicating many ideas. Such as the last
Sons of Norway e-post where they talked
about the 14 days of friluftsliv and Taco
Friday!!

Thank you to all who have been sending in
photos for the Viking magazine. I really
appreciate that. Remember that sending
the original digital photo works the best.
Don’t forget that there is a profile spot at the
bottom of the page if you want to honor a
standout person in your lodge.

If you didn’t see that, it explains that:
“As a fervent hiker, Henrik Ibsen gave name
to a concept already deeply rooted in the
Norwegian psyche: friluftsliv (free-looftsleave). Roughly translated as “life in the
free air,” the idea is to immerse yourself in

My husband and I were able to get our
first vaccinations on Thursday. We are
so grateful. Here’s hoping all of you are
staying safe.
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DISTRICT IV CULTURAL GRANTS
										2020		2021
Mjosen Lodge									
Rebecca Gunderson		
for rosemaling class

$300		

Carry over

Mollargutten Lodge								
$300		
Bonnie Benson			
for wood carving & Syttende Mai				

$150 Carry over
$150 new

Kringen Lodge									
Mark Voxland			
for Language class		

$300		

Carry over

Wergeland Lodge								
Jodi Bunde			
for Program on Ibsen

$300		

Carry over

Ueland Lodge									
Martin Ueland			
Speaker on Norwegian resistance

$200		

Carry over

Hjemdahl Lodge								
Duane Larson			
Language, cooking and wood carving

$300		

Carry over

Thor Lodge									
Kecia Fagerland			
Rosemaling & language classes

$300		

Carry over

Sma Fjell Lodge									
Vicki Anderson			
Cooking class – lefse

$150		

Carry over

Vidda Lodge									
Gene Nygard			
Rosemaling – Weaving			

$300		

Carry over

Normanden Lodge								
$300		
Marvin Eriksson			
Lamps for rosemaling class					

Evaluation
received

Fjell Heim			
Duane Myrstol

Lefse hot dog booths						

$300

				

TOTAL						

$450
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$2,750		

Zone Reports
Zone 1 Lodge News by Rebecca Gunderson
Due to the Covid-19 Pandemic, Zone 1 Lodges have not held their normal cultural and social meetings. They
have been creative in their activities when they have met.
Gyda-Varden 4-021, Grand Forks, reported that they held their last regular meeting April, 2020. They have
held some Board meetings on Zoom, and they did a Zoom Christmas event. They are hoping to do something
for Syttende Mai but depending on the state of vaccinations in their area, they would not want to create a superspreader event.
Mjosen 4-078, Mayville, met at the beginning of 2020 but started postponing their events in March. Monthly e-mail
newsletters are sent out to all members with activities and encouraging members to participate in the Sports Medal and
Cultural Skills Programs. The officers met outside last August and decided to purchase Norwegian Flags for all members.
The flags were either hand delivered or mailed. The Lodge donated $125.00 to the local May-Port Food Pantry in honor
of Sons of Norway celebrating 125 years. They also donated $50 to the Sons of Norway Foundation. The officers recently
met and discussed possible meetings including a small gathering to work on their Hardanger in February and a Syttende
Mai celebration in May. Everything depends on the status of vaccinations and the status of the pandemic.
Heim 4-178, Devils Lake, no report was submitted
Fagerlund 4-203, Manfred, is planning on meeting for the first time in February and plans on celebrating Syttende Mai.
They are being extremely cautious with the Covid-19, as most of their members are elderly.

Mollargutten 4-478, Maddock. President Bonnie Benson reported Maddock has been trying to stay as active as
we can this past year. Along with sending out newsletters every other month, here are a few activities we have
enjoyed. In January we started learning the Norwegian Table Prayer while sporting our Norwegian sweaters. In
February we enjoyed a no host supper at our local cafe with games and cards following. In March we learned
about the many grants and scholarships available for members and enjoyed an art display from students at the
Maddock School. Then the pandemic hit, and we had to be creative. For Syttende Mai our lodge furnished
afternoon lunch for the residents at our local nursing home. Also, an informative article about the Syttende
Mai celebrations was read to the residents. The community hosted a parade for the Seniors of our school-our
lodge had a creative float featuring larger than life size pictures of the graduates and honoring Chase Benson, a
member of our lodge, as the District 4 Scholarship recipient. In August, the lodge furnished a picnic supper for
our members in our city park. Carol Thompson shared her Norwegian Langeleik musical instrument she had
carved out of a wood block and her latest hardanger table runner. In September we enjoyed a bonfire, s’mores,
and hot chocolate in the park. This was our novel Mystery Night-the members got to solve the mystery as the
story was read. Greetings from our lodge were sent to the fraternal office for the SON 125th anniversary, also
Carol Thompson performed a musical selection on her Langeleik. As part of the 125th birthday celebration our
lodge sponsored a coloring contest at the Maddock Elementary School. Each participant received a Norwegian
hazelnut cookie. Classroom winners won a Melkesjokolade (milk chocolate) candy bar. Overall winners in
their age category won a lefse mask and gift certificate.
Our lodge donated 195 items to our local food pantry as part of the food drive sponsored by District 4. We have a cultural
day every month but due to the pandemic we were only able to hold two of them. At these days we had chip carving and a
baking day of many Norwegian cakes. We are hoping for a more normal 2021 with regular meetings and culture days.
Vaarliv 4-486, Fairdale, no report submitted
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Fill the Stabbur

but we thought “Would our individual members be
willing to raise an additional $1,250 to put some
“seed” dollars into the stabbur for humanitarian
grants?” So, we added this third component to our
anniversary celebration.

John Andreasen

Following lodge approval, these three dimensions
were outlined in a letter to our members with a
A rustic outline of a stabbur, created by Social
Director Lisa Kornkven, was hung on the wall
welcoming food donations. Day by day food bags
were deposited at the stabbur - canned goods,
dried goods, household products, etc. Envelopes
with cash and checks accompanied the donations.
Churches United for the Homeless estimates they
can buy approximately four pounds of food for
every dollar donated. By the end of the anniversary
year, we had well over 1250 lbs. of food to surpass
our goal for the food drive. With the great need to
feed the hungry, we voted to extend the food drive
to April 1, 2021.

In honor of the 125th Anniversary of the Sons of
Norway, the Kringen Lodge in Fargo, ND launched
a celebration under the heading “Fill the Stabbur.”
Our Scandinavian culture recognizes the “stabbur”
as a unique storage building for dried fruits and
vegetables, cured meats, grains, and other household
supplies kept apart from the kitchen. The second story
of the stabbur provided sleeping accommodations
for the servant girls during the busy farming season.

Our membership goal of 125 proved to be much
more of a challenge. When we cannot gather faceto-face for lodge meetings, language classes, choir
practice, etc. because of COVID-19, it proved to be
overwhelming. We nevertheless rejoiced in welcoming 90 new members to the Kringen Lodge.
Thanks to a Vitality Grant from the SON International Foundation, we have been welcoming new
members with the gift of a Kringen Cash Coupon
valued at $10 to be used in our Kringen Kafe.

With encouragement from the District IV Board of
Directors, each lodge was encouraged to celebrate
the 125th Anniversary with a food drive using the
number “125.” Looking at the size of our lodge with
over 1100 members, we asked “Could we collect
1250 pounds of food to donate to Churches United
for the Homeless?” Even in the face of the Covid-19
pandemic, we thought this would be an attainable
goal.

The most unexpected surprise to this anniversary
appeal came in response to our request for matching funds for the SON Foundation. We seriously
under-estimated the generosity of our home-bound
members. Rising to the challenge of raising $1,250,
envelopes and checks stuffed the stabbur. When
these gifts were counted, our total stood at $6,955.
The stabbur was full.

To expand the dream, we thought about filling the
second floor of the stabbur which the summer
workers called their home. “Could we enroll 125
new members in this anniversary year, who would
call Kringen their second home?” With our programs
shut down and our Kringen Kafe masked and fearful,
we were doubtful, but still willing to try.

Next year we will look for a bigger stabbur!

The dreaming continued. Each lodge was asked to
contribute to the Sons of Norway Foundation. The
Kringen Lodge readily approved a donation of $1,250,

(Kringen Lodge is in Zone 2)
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Zone 3 Lodge News by Martha Elliot
I wrote an email to all the lodges in Zone 3
asking them for some information about their
lodge. Again, such as membership goals, any new
members, plans for meetings or socials, etc.
Three lodges sent a reply and I thank Thor Lodge in
Minot, Bowman-Hettinger and Dickinson for their
reply.
The reply was they are still lodges, but difficult to
have events. Lodges have lost members.

Zone 4 Lodge News by Russell Wiigs
Greetings District 4 Lodges:

Thor Lodge in Minot held their lefse sale on the
Saturday before Thanksgiving and 400 packages of
lefse were sold.

COVID has caused us to greatly change how we do
things! Gatherings and meetings have dramatically
been changed and in most cases have not been
occurring. Most of us have had to adjust to a
limited amount of interaction with people outside
our households. Many of us are not able to travel
much as we deal with the consequences of exposure
to COVID!

Thor Lodge has been meeting for a business
meeting but no socials. Other lodges have not had
meetings as members are staying pretty close to
their homes. Thor Lodge did gain 7 new members.
Thor Lodge did participate in the food drive with
our donations given to the Lord’s Cupboard.

How did your lodge do for 2020? 2020
membership numbers are out now and hopefully
you have had a chance to look at them. It is
interesting to note that 5 lodges in District 4 had an
increase in their Adult and Juvenile membership
in 2020. On average, District 4 Lodges lost 6.5%
of our members! Some of this can be attributed to
COVID! We must get our membership numbers up
for 2021 if we expect to survive. It is not possible
to have meetings and socials as often as we have
had in the past. Many of our lodges are in areas
where drastic restrictions have been placed on them.
Some lodges have gone to virtual meetings such as
having a meeting via the computer with programs
such as Zoom. Members can join in easily if they
have a computer and some confidence in being
able to connect with others on their computer.
The Sons of Norway website has many programs
online that can assist your lodge. The Sons of
Norway staff in Minneapolis have worked hard to
give us the information we need to maintain our
lodges. ZOOM (or other programs like it) could be
something that keeps our lodges communicating!

Lodges are doing the best they can to keep members
informed of some activities. All hope to celebrate
Syttende Mai but time will tell. All are doing what
can be at this time and soon will be back to normal.

What will 2021 hold for us? Hopefully, COVID
will decline and we can get back to doing our
normal lodge functions! Let us hope we can work
to that end!
Russ Wiigs, Zone 4 Director
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Zone 5 Lodge News by Becky Lewis

Zone 6 Lodge News by John Knudsen

In checking with my four active lodges. The year
has been unfruitful and there is concern that this
will make future attendance weaker. In stating
this, Lodge Presidents are looking forward to the
Covid-19 vaccinations so members can feel comfortable in meeting again.

The United States has many problems but one of
the most important to talk about is our inability to
meet with our fellow brothers and sisters in our
local lodges. As you know, we are in the midst of a
severe pandemic that has truly hindered our meeting
with one another. Lodges just aren’t meeting.

Jotunheimen Lodge- Billings, Mt has not met for
1 year. During warmer weather they met in church
parking lot, parks, and in small groups. They had
to cancel their 50th Anniversary celebration but
hope to celebrate the anniversary in May, 2021. The
lodge’s big fund raiser, the Billings Fair, was a lot
smaller due to only so many people could attend the
fair. This affected many organizations that usually
receive their support. The members have tried to
keep in touch with each other.

My local lodges have tried several things early on
but now all we do is meet in Zoom meetings. Other
lodges have tried a few things also. But meeting in
person is still dangerous.
There is a new Administration for our United States.
President Biden in his inaugural address wants us to
do several things. And one of those is to put aside
politics for the next 100 days wear a good mask that
covers your nose and chin. If it falls down off your
nose just put it back up. You could also point that
out to people you see wearing it improperly. Until
there is a National distribution of the vaccine in
place AND people are inoculated with the vaccine,
we will never attain “herd Immunity”.

Sidney Lodge- Sidney, Mt has not met this year yet
due to their President contacting Covid-19. The Sidney Fair was canceled so they had no booth. They
did participate in a Fruit Vendor activity at a local
grocery store. There is a concern in membership.

What is herd immunity? “Herd immunity occurs
when enough people become immune to a disease
to make its spread unlikely. As a result, the entire
community is protected, even those who are not
themselves immune. Herd immunity is usually
achieved through vaccination, but it can also occur
through natural infection.” Cite Harvard Health.

Snofjeldet Lodge- Lewistown have met some
during 2020, but attendance was poor. Some of their
members had Covid-19. President Birkland hopes
for a better 2021.
Fjell Heim Lodge- Big Timber has not missed one
meeting this last year. President Myrstol conducted
the meetings and all who attended practiced safety.
The lodge made lefse and attended to the two Lefse
Sales. One sale by Advertising and the other sale
one member sold at a business. We had our planning schedule in January for 2021. We are hoping
to fulfill our monthly meetings. The lodge gained 4
new members.

Therefore, let’s follow those instructions (masks
work), keep up social distancing, get your vaccine.
And only then will we be able to starting meeting
socially as our great organization, Sons of Norway
directs.

Most lodge members are elderly and we still need to
protect them. We must be patient, and times will be
better. We must still practice the Covid safety.
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